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MONO POWER AMPLIFIER2

In marten´s search for perfection, the step to develop m•amp mono Power 
amplifier was a natural progression in the marten range. Patrick Boström, the 
cto of abletec has patented a technique called ams which gives 550w in 8 
ohms. this, combined with chief designer of marten, Leif olofsson’s audio 
tuning, is enabling this project to reach a new level of fidelity.

marten also have another substantial premier: coltrane 2, a 40% larger, more 
refined version of the original coltrane model from 2002. those that know the 
original coltrane will have no doubt of it´s calibre, and for those who don´t, high 
end in munich is a perfect opportunity to listen to this extraordinary system.

Please come and visit us in room: atrium 4 e214. If you would like to schedule a 
meeting with us, please get in touch.



the word “unity” has several meanings: “the state or quality 
of being one,” and “the state or quality of being in accord 
and harmony.” of course, in mathematics, unity means 
“number one.”

the unity cables replace the no. 1 cables, which have been 
in production nearly eight years.

In design, the unity cables are totally different from the no. 
1 cables. In all aspects, the unity is a more advanced cable, 
which is not necessarily reflected in the price.

the unity cables had their premier at the ces 2011 in Las 
vegas, but the cables used there were the final prototypes. the 
first show in which production versions of the unity cables 
can be heard will be in munich, at high end 2011 in may. 

while the technology for the unity cables is borrowed from 
both the Prime and origo series and the no. 1/no. 2 series, 
the look and sound is closer to that of origo/Prime than 
no. 1/no. 2. that is why the unity cables will be the third 
series that have wooden parts like the origo and Prime 
series, this time maple, with copper labels.

svanå miljöteknik is based in stockholm, sweden, where it’s 
been active for the last 15 years. all products are finished 
in-house or at herrljunga träindustri, a company 
specialising in the manufacturing of wooden products.

matts odemalm (engineer, Kth-stockholm) is the owner 
and chief architect at svanå. even though he’s responsible 
for the final planning and design of all products, svanå 
develops much of their products together with professional 
studios around sweden. to an increasing degree, svanå also 
develops products for in-home use, making the acoustics less 
intrusive on a “standard” home interior.

matts’ unique adjustable bass-traps, together with his new 
wing Family diffusor concept doesn’t just give the music 
lover a reference listening room, the same room also acts as 
a world class recording room. this will be demonstrated for 
the first time in munich.
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